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ABSTRACT
I show that in the large-Nc limit the ground state baryons with helic-
ity λ fall into an ((Nc − 2λ)/4, (Nc + 2λ)/4) irreducible representation of
SU(2)×SU(2). This representation determines the absolute normalization
of the ground state baryon axial vector couplings at large-Nc. Results map
precisely to (spin-flavor) SU(4) results. For instance, I find gA = (Nc+2)/3.
As a consequence of this multiplet structure, chiral symmetry forbids pion
transitions between the ground state baryons and other baryon towers in
the large-Nc limit.
PACS: 11.30.Rd; 12.38.Aw; 11.15.Pg
2With Nc large but finite, the ground state baryons are arranged in a degenerate tower
with I = J = 12 ,
3
2 , . . . ,
Nc
2 [1]. The axial vector couplings of these baryons grow with Nc
and therefore that these baryons not violate unitarity bounds in their interactions with
pions implies a set of consistency conditions [2]. These consistency conditions have an al-
gebraic structure which maps to a contracted SU(4) spin-flavor symmetry. This symmetry
determines inter alia ratios of axial vector couplings. Perhaps most importantly, in this
algebraic approach systematic 1/Nc corrections are straightforward to incorporate [3].
On the other hand, the famed Adler-Weisberger (AW) relation is an independent
asymptotic constraint on pion-baryon interactions [4]. This constraint is more severe
than that implied by unitarity (when Nc is large) and therefore it is tempting to relegate
the AW relation to the shadow world of model dependence. However, the AW relation
can also be expressed algebraically. It corresponds to the statement that baryons fill out
representations of the full SU(2)×SU(2) algebra for each helicity [5]. Hence what in the
language of dispersion relations appears to be a mysterious asymptotic constraint is in fact
a consequence of a symmetry of QCD (for a large-Nc analysis of the AW relation in the
dispersion relation language, see Ref. 6). I will simply incorporate the AW relation into
the definition of spontaneous symmetry breaking as follows. If G is not a symmetry of the
vacuum but a subgroup H is, then G is said to be spontaneously broken to H and physical
states fall into irreducible representations of H and reducible or irreducible representations
of G, for each helicity.
In this note I will find the SU(2)×SU(2) representations filled out by the ground state
baryons in the large-Nc limit. At first glance this might appear over constraining. After all,
the contracted SU(4) spin-flavor symmetry determines ratios of ground state baryon axial
vector couplings. I will show that the SU(2) × SU(2) representations lead to predictions
for the ground state baryons which are consistent with the contracted SU(4) spin-flavor
symmetry and identical to those implied by the full uncontracted spin-flavor SU(4). Chiral
symmetry therefore fixes the overall normalization of the axial vector couplings with no
input from the quark model. Of course the chiral predictions must be consistent with
those of contracted SU(4) since SU(2) × SU(2) is a symmetry of large-Nc QCD. My
approach in this note differs from that of Ref. 7, where it was shown that SU(4) × O(3)
results of the quark model can be reproduced using only basic information about the
large-Nc approximation together with chiral symmetry and special assumptions about
the transformation properties of the baryon mass matrix. This generates a solution which
relates the various helicities. Here I adopt the large-Nc approximation and chiral symmetry
and determine the chiral representations for each helicity.
For the purposes of this note the underlying perturbative theory is QCD with two
massless flavors and Nc colors which will ultimately be taken large. The lagrangian has
3an exact SU(2)×SU(2) global symmetry which is spontaneously broken to SU(2) isospin
(confinement implies chiral symmetry breaking in the large-Nc limit [8]) . The massless
flavors of the underlying QCD lagrangian transform as (12 , 0) and (0,
1
2) with respect to
SU(2) × SU(2). How then do the baryons transform for each helicity? With Nc = 3 the
baryons can transform as combinations of any number of (12 , 0), (0,
1
2), (
3
2 , 0), (0,
3
2), (1,
1
2)
and (12 , 1) irreducible representations. With Nc = 5, (
5
2 , 0), (0,
5
2), (
1
2 , 2), (2,
1
2), (1,
3
2) and
(32 , 1) are also allowed representations. Generally, for a baryon made of Nc (odd) quarks,
there are (Nc + 1)(Nc + 3)/4 possible irreducible representations.
I will take as a working assumption that for each helicity the ground state baryons
fill out a complete irreducible representation. For each helicity λ the ground state baryon
tower contains isospins I = |λ|, |λ|+1, . . . , Nc2 . The representation with the lowest helicity,
say λ = 12 , contains each isospin in the tower only once. For each Nc there is a single
irreducible representation in which each isospin in the tower appears only once. For Nc = 3
this is (12 , 1) since this irreducible representation contains isospins I =
1
2 ⊗1 = 12 ⊕ 32 which
correspond to N and ∆. For Nc = 5 this is (1,
3
2) with isospins I =
3
2 ⊗ 1 = 12 ⊕ 32 ⊕ 52 .
For general Nc this representation is given by ((Nc − 1)/4, (Nc + 1)/4) with isospins I =
(Nc − 1)/4⊗ (Nc + 1)/4 = 12 ⊕ 32 ⊕ 52 ⊕ . . .⊕ Nc2 . The λ = −12 representation is then given
by the parity conjugate representation ((Nc + 1)/4, (Nc − 1)/4).
The same argument applies to other helicities. As the helicity is incremented by unity
the number of isospins in the representation is decreased by unity, beginning with the
lowest isospin. Hence with Nc = 3, the λ =
3
2 ∆ is in the (0,
3
2) representation which
contains isospin I = 32 and the λ = −32 ∆ is in the (32 , 0) representation. With Nc = 5, the
λ = 32 baryons are in the (
1
2 , 2) representation which contains isospins I =
1
2 ⊗ 2 = 32 ⊕ 52
and the λ = 52 baryon is in the (0,
5
2) representation which contains isospin I =
5
2 , etc. One
can easily convince oneself that, for each helicity λ, the ground state baryons fall into an
((Nc − 2λ)/4, (Nc + 2λ)/4) irreducible representation of SU(2)× SU(2).
The consequences of this representation can be found by taking matrix elements of the
SU(2) × SU(2) algebra and using the Wigner-Eckart theorem to express the algebra as
a set of equations for reduced matrix elements [5]. Each irreducible representation has
a unique solution. With SU(2) × SU(2) generators Q5a and Ta, I define the axial vector
coupling
〈β, λ|Q5a|α, λ〉 = [Xλa ]βα (1)
where |α, λ〉 is a physical hadron state of definite helicity λ. Taking matrix elements of the
SU(2)× SU(2) algebra and inserting a complete set of states then gives
[Xλa , X
λ
b ]βα = iǫabc[Tc]βα. (2)
4This is a generalized AW relation. I now use the Wigner-Eckart theorem to write
〈Iβ, mβ|Xλ(m)|Iα, mα〉 = CIα1
(
Iβ, mβ;mα, m
)
Xλ
(
Iα, Iβ
)
(3)
where the C’s are Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and the Xλ(Iα, Iβ) are reduced matrix
elements. Taking matrix elements of Eq. (2) between states of definite isospin and inserting
a complete set of states then gives a set of coupled equations for the reduced matrix
elements [5].
Below I will focus on the λ = ±12 representation, ((Nc ∓ 1)/4, (Nc ± 1)/4). This
representation contains each isospin once and therefore leads to Nc coupled equations for
Nc unknowns. In what follows I will drop the helicity index. With Nc = 1 there is a single
equation with solution |X(12 , 12)| =
√
3/4. With Nc = 3 there are three equations,
4X
(
1
2 ,
1
2
)2 − 4X (32 , 12)2 = 3 (4a)
4X
(
3
2 ,
3
2
)2
+ 10X
(
3
2 ,
1
2
)2
= 15 (4b)
X
(
1
2 ,
1
2
)−√5X (32 , 32) = 0, (4c)
with solution |X(12 , 12)| =
√
25/12, |X(32 , 32)| =
√
5/12 and |X(32 , 12)| =
√
4/3. With
Nc = 5 there are five equations,
4X
(
1
2 ,
1
2
)2 − 4X (32 , 12)2 = 3 (5a)
4X
(
3
2 ,
3
2
)2
+ 10X
(
3
2 ,
1
2
)2 − 9X (52 , 32)2 = 15 (5b)
14X
(
5
2 ,
3
2
)2
+ 4X
(
5
2 ,
5
2
)2
= 35 (5c)
X
(
1
2 ,
1
2
)−√5X (32 , 32) = 0 (5d)√
3X
(
3
2 ,
3
2
)−√7X (52 , 52) = 0, (5e)
with solution |X(12 , 12)| =
√
49/12, |X(32 , 32)| =
√
49/60, |X(52 , 52)| =
√
7/20, |X(32 , 12)| =√
10/3 and |X(52 , 32)| =
√
12/5. It is easy to convince oneself that the general solution for
I = 12 ,
3
2 transitions with λ = ±12 is:
|X±12 (12 , 12) | = (Nc + 2)/
√
12 (6a)
|X±12 (32 , 32) | = (Nc + 2)/
√
60 (6b)
|X±12 (32 , 12) | =
√
(Nc + 5) (Nc − 1)/12. (6c)
All transitions for all helicities can be obtained in this way. It is straightforward to find
the chiral lagrangian parameters
5gA =
√
2|〈 p |X±12(+) |n 〉| =
√
4
3 |X±
1
2
(
1
2 ,
1
2
)| = (Nc + 2)/3 (7a)
C =
√
3|〈∆++ |X±12(+) | p 〉| =
√
3|X±12 (32 , 12)| =
√
(Nc + 5) (Nc − 1)/2. (7b)
Note that chiral symmetry fixes the normalization of the axial vector couplings, up to a
conventional phase. These results are equivalent to placing the ground state baryon tower
in an irreducible representation of SU(4) [9,10]. In the large-Nc limit gA and C satisfy
identical Goldberger-Trieman relations with gpiNN interchanged with gpiN∆
1. It follows that
gpiNN
gpiN∆
=
2|X (12 , 12) |
3|X (32 , 12) | =
2
3
+O
(
1
N2c
)
, (8)
as expected on the basis of the large-Nc consistency conditions [9]. Consistency with
the contracted SU(4) results justifies a posteriori the working assumption that the ground
state baryons are in complete irreducible representations of SU(2)× SU(2).
Chiral symmetry gives an important result beyond fixing the normalization of the axial
vector couplings at large-Nc. Only states within a given SU(2) × SU(2) representation
communicate by pion emission and absorption [5]. This is the essential content of the
AW relation. Since the ground state baryons fall into complete SU(2)×SU(2) irreducible
representations at large-Nc, there are no pion transitions between the ground state baryons
and other baryons towers. Put another way, the AW relations for pion scattering on the
ground state baryons are completely saturated by states within the ground state multiplet
with no transitions to states outside the multiplet. Therefore, for instance, gpiNB∗ = 0
where B∗ is any baryon not in the ground state tower. This is an exact consequence of
chiral symmetry in the large-Nc limit. By contrast, adopting large-Nc alone, the excited
baryon axial vector couplings to the ground state are down by (fractional) powers of Nc,
but are generally non vanishing [6,12].
What then occurs away from the large-Nc limit where SU(4) is broken but SU(2) ×
SU(2) remains unbroken for each helicity? Consider the N − ∆ mass splitting, which
is a 1/Nc effect. This mass splitting is not consistent with N and ∆ placed in a single
irreducible representation of SU(2)× SU(2) [5,10]. This means that the SU(2)× SU(2)
representation containing N and ∆ changes as a function of Nc. In particular, away from
the large-Nc limit this representation must be reducible in order to allow mass splitting
within the multiplet and so involves at least one unknown mixing angle [5,10,13]. Why
this is so is a mystery. But it does point at profound qualitative differences between Nc = 3
QCD and large-Nc QCD.
1 In the chiral lagrangian of Ref. 11, gpiN∆ represents the axial vector coupling and is
related to C by gpiN∆ = C/
√
2.
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